
Over the years Vega has been seen making her
humanitarian deliveries from tsunami-ravaged Ache
province to East Timor and the Banda Archipelago.
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apt. Shane Granger and Margarete (Meggi) Macoun’s, well-known
historic vessel Vega has been presented with this years Asia-Pacific
Laureate Foundation annual award for “Social Service” in recogni-

tion of their “Humanitarian Services to Isolated Island Communities” This
prestigiousaward came as a complete surprise to them. “We are very excited
about this and were not even aware we had been proposed for it,” said Shane
afterwards. “But as we see it, this award should really go to our private support-
ers  who together provide the majority of the supplies we deliver along with
supporters such as Jotun Paints, QBE  Insurance, ModuSpec, and
Scandinavian Bunkering whose contributions make our work possible in
other ways. Without their ongoing assistance we simply could not continue to
help the communities we aid in a meaning-
ful manner.”

Over the years Vega has been seen
making her humanitarian deliveries from
tsunami-ravaged Ache province to East
Timor and the Banda Archipelago. A big
part of their work is gathering lists from
health workers, teachers, and village
leaders on isolated or under-developed
islands who need help in the form of tools
or educational /medical supplies to
improve there communities or do their
jobs. They then take those lists back to
their supporters and try their best to find
and deliver the things that are needed.

“What we do is very modest, but
amazingly effective,” says Granger. “Each and every item we carry is precisely
what someone we assist has requested. There is no waste, no useless items
being delivered. Out of a US$100 donation roughly US$95 goes directly from
the hand of the donor into the hand of the person being assisted in the form of
tools or supplies requested by that person as essential to performing their
duties as teachers, health workers, or to help restart farms or other important
village projects. To paraphrase the old Chinese proverb, ‘we do not give food -
we bring supplies to restart farms’”.

For more information visit their very professional website (created by
Meggi); they also generate a wonderful newsletter with helpful sailing, boat
maintenance, and cooking hints that can be accessed from http://
www.sailvega.com where you can also make an online PayPal donation if you
would like to assist in their work. Their blog site at
www.sailvega.wordpress.com has loads of interesting information, history,
and pictures of this amazing old Norwegian sailing ship. 
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Meggi & Shane display their
award on the deck of  Vega.


